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Fetzer begins his "smoking guns" “ohapter essay with a quoted 

definition os "dsmaking guns, "pon the waeion Sherine ‘Ty: It isft, 

"any conclusive evidence that fbn ur or fault. TtSH/T is 

appropriate iathat we begin —— ey of his eminent assasi- 
cad wiidertand ny 

nation scholarship, bh the scholarship hat told him he knew 

Af enough about the nafional tragedy nov only to write about 

if himself. No, not Cds tie. His scholarship enabled him to, 

weg responsibje Ph.D. that heis, to g@ be "editor" of a collection 

of essays by other a a and scholars. 

He begins this essay With a subheading 4ptitled "fhe ARRB", 

with a comment on himself as *the"organizer and madera}or pf 

$ghe Twin Cities conference" so which he had invited more than 

a dozen ot the more accomplished students of JFK's assassination 

to serve as speakers ana wonnentakers in an effort to 

broaden and deepen our understanding of the” agevent, especially 

those of the ARRB" (page ji). 

with Fetzer's well-portrayed snsasainaltion scholarghipl 

am confident thal with nie as moderator end with those wh would 

have selected as "the more accomplished studnts of the 

assassination, it would have been an enétertaining, if not an 

informative gathering, albeit not on "the death of JFK". 

Fetzer’ s next subheading if "The Warren ‘Report hna following 

that, "TKe HSCA" ( paneg & 5). Under ‘HSCA there is a demonstration 

cf the fineness of detail in Fetzer's s@h assassination scholarship , 

Where he refers “so ie medium -powered Mannlicher-—Carcanno ridfle 

Oswalf allegedly weed'fe "high-powered rifle" (page 3). 
They O 

Then his "smoking guns" begins (page 3. Yyey, deen
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three ~~ 
through -a@Apage 15. They begin based on tHe hypotheses Fetzer 

presents immediately before Of% “smoke. They are, basically, 

two conjecturgs about Kennedy being hi, in she back of the head 

and that the bullets were all fired by Oswalg with theg "high 
tl 

powered rifle. We are left to presume thst these can proviide 
(CN M49 CAVEL 

the new evidence Fetz¢vr promised in his text. ang Fos vhis era 

chapter title that will tell us what he say s is new in the 

— "Déath of JFK." 
‘ it sl 

Fetzer's first smoking gun relates to the last of these 

h 
hypoyt jéses, that one of the high-powered rifle. YHe says shat 

that is imposuible sh this is more than acxpnely <pshebtenbhons ht, 
= 

The next ‘smoking gun is that nn'he head shot trajectory is 
pa . 2 i 

Ccalevewt with the position of the heafd at the time of theshot," 

A (page 4). 

® moking gun. 38 that "The weapon used was not even 2 rifle....". 

(page 5). 
vy, ot ni ! ul 

They genrest . pauumbered ' smoking éiun, Fetzer has, a short textoages 

5-6%) titled Tne Death .of MDeception, which certainly is noyany 

smoking gun, whether or nob ‘@ee assassination deception is or 

ever will be burped. 

Then, under another subheading, "Other Smoking Guns”, is A 

that the World War II military bullets "coudd not have caused 

the exolosive damage” (page 6). 

His Seventh smoking gun is that the axis @f metallic debris 

is inconsistent @ptwith a shot from behind but conpiste” nt ‘ish 

2 shot that entered the area of the right temple"(page a? , 

Next, "The official autopsy #greport Sse oh beradtotad 

by m$re then 40 eyewitnesses...."(page 7). 
; 7) ; B Mermth Seventh thet tagsegvewi tnesqreports were "rejdcted"(pag-e gi),
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nine is that"Those who took and pprocessed the autopsy 

photograjpiis claim that parts of the photograpphic record kae 

have been altered, created orfidestroyed (page 9).
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‘ h 4 

oh a The eight relates to the Fetzerian belief shat two —eens 
4 5 4 4 

G ___brains were used in th¢ JFK autoosy (pages 8-9). 

, [an 
AQ is that the Zapruder film was and others "were extensively 

edited,"(pages 10-11). 24° 
ey el s 6 eaadie 

Eleven is that the of Le&it conclusions "contradicts" 

g” , 
istign radio report that there had been"two shotsfrom the front’ (page 10). 

A 
Smoking Guns 12 is that "The(fabricated)X-rays, (altered) 

autopsy photogt 
/ 

aphs and even the fedited) Zaprud er film) 

Wn ; asd 
were impt 

G . oe 

cg te to discredit eyewitness reports “(page 11). 

Rage} Smoking fan 13 says that the motorcade route was 
© 

changed at.ithe last minute and yet the assassinatifn o¢ curred on 

ythe fart that had been Schanged (pages 11-1). 

Smoking Gun 14 says ey "Saaret Service policies for the 
protection af . a 

ef $h 

i 

Dbtotrv-iton e Pee 9 A President were massfvely changed 

during the motorcade i 1 Dallas"(#epages 12-143). ty 
i @4 Attir-Ig pro and anti- “sy 

Smoking Gun #15 "rules out*V<he mafia; -the-Cubans, mekthe 

Ww 
KGB and the reast is rather,eird. (page 14). 

Then comes Smoking Gun 16, ; fottored—sy . 
f "Other Sources follow, but” WHakx sources of whatfis not stated, 

F N jl 

fher. another subjead Then and Now 
J 

and to them we gapay “yore 
ecg et On was Fatale aft, hte 

sttention becquse they provede an insight into Fetzé 8 SC arship 

apd more. So bthere can be no ‘uestion, such as was he quoted 

sorrectly, we include all of this in facsimile so that there 

will be no basis for any such question:. I copied pages 14 and 15 

7 There is too much in these “smoking guns" to go into without / 
) ; / 

( doing a book on this essay aklone but this then changed. < 

when I first read “them and then I copied pages 64 and 118 because . 
Lan val ( 

then ere relevant#, ve Jor (pln My, 
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But before proceeding to the so-called smoking gundto which 

we pay more attention, a few comments on the earlier ones. .k&kak We do not skip them entirel 
Nexanexakinning Because they do help evaluate Fetzer's knowledge, 

understanding, scholarship and what is always appropriate, his 

Judgement. 

First, a general observation. I do not recall a single 

citation to the Warrren Report or to the evidence in is twenty- 

wix volumes. I did not keep records as I read because I never 

dreamed that anyone, particularlt} not one who can't breathe 

without boasting of his scnolarship, would undertake to criticize 

So vast a work without having it to use as at least the basis of 

his criticism and to be able to quote from it what he criticizes 
is not wrong is what I do say: in it. This can be wrong but what e 

If Fetzer has the Warren Report and its twenty-six volumes, “hich 

are a minimu} fequirement for the criticisms he has collected 

and published and through which he presents himself as a legtitimate 
\yt * OnNy Vv 

critic, he does it witr oe tew @itations to the Report and its ) 

vast appending of an officially esit estimated ten million words, 
TAL 2 7 any , ity-So little reference to them(that it leads to. thebeligftt 

The anecns 7 
WV End I age 23 oh that he does not have them “Dases his criticism™on secondary 

a 

Surces that by snd large are undependable. And for some, saying 
L . ; PY A1Se 

thatthey are ubd@e undependable is to Gemphiment them. 

To put it bluntly, he cannot make legitimate-af even accurate- 

criticisms of the Warren Report and its appended evidence without 
E,t1er - os 

£ art having them both and +s work faindicates that he does not have thr. ‘ die mut tw thew, 6 _ off “That being the wase, and particularlty keepi'’ng in miz/the 

Simply fantastic number of factual errors in his writing and in
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what he collected, the Ph.D. of which s RFetzer is so proury 

— fi 
wand which he never g4 stops fslaunting does not in this 

represent doctor of philosophy. It re’ presents Phony Deal. 

It @@@really mean$s that Fetzer is a fraud with a loud mouth 

and no limitation on his misleading and misinforming veople, 

Laren 
people who ror so long have lbneed for truth, for what they 

can depend on. 

a 
And to mislead on this subject, so impor= important to 

the nation, particularly to the yyoung, is the equivalent 

of a crime, 

drawings of the President's injuries that the “Warren Report 

used instead of pictures. Theyfirst appeared in thé 4; 1965 book, 

h 
the first book, Wjitewash, and thereafter i4/ a number of fhbooks 

which, like Wnitewash, commented on them along with citations 
-{— 

to the official pezards. But in his ego, in his self-promoyio 

try 
instead of proper scholarship, Fetzer refers his readto his 

uninformed and Johnny+-Come -Lately and very, very inaccurate 

and mis hited Assassination Science. About which, I repeat, he 

Was so inaccurate I wrote a bookg on it for history's recorafy 

(page 4). 

‘ Ot, 
His subheading on page 5 /s at the very least (premature 

on the Massassination of President Kennedy that it is inappropriate 
G _- 

am and deception. It is_The BH Death of Deception. 

Zn — 
Deceptigan on the subject is so alivr(Fetzer's esa essay 

A nat 
1 ; 4 
4az his bookS abounds in it. 

Le 
In his fourth "smoking gun" Fwtezer refers to the ammunition 

allegedly used in the crime to say that one round of it was found
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"on a stretcher” and Parkland hospital. He also saya refers to 

the magic bullet, Exhibit 399, as the only one. .iNone of this 

is true. Svecter tried hard to get the man who produced that bullet 

from the Hospi hospital to say he found it on a stretcher so that 

the Commission could | honestly pretend thajit was found on 
+his is 

Connally('s stretcher, a dishonesty on which “the Specter's 

imagined vingre-vaid tb and it is not true. It also is a 

dishonesty o:. which the enturelone-assassin official conclusion 

hangs. A¢<@ And this Ph.D. of a non-exepert# makes so simpl 
aud CU pg) a 

and basic a mistake when he is allegedly reporting on yth mitakes 

of officialdon. 

Here and elsewhere ,remember his definition of "smoking gun." 
a baelube 

It is passcal yy “conclusive evidence." Another word #for that 8 /éruth. 
Ir 4 wp 

“firbsent hee throughout “ine Fetzer's omibeficriticisms. 

$Fetzer's Smoking yGun 14, which makes the most serious 

criticisms of the Secret Service some of whose men lay theinlives 

tect ro on the line to onan Oost the  Presidetn. He says, witnhout a 

single source cited, that "More tran a avZen Secret Service 

policies for the protection of the President seem to have been 

violated during the motorcade in 46Dallas, including no protedtive 

military presence,’ no coverage of open windows; motorcycles out 

of position; agents not riding on the Presidential limousine" 

and others, all unreal and all grossly unfair. 

Also , 211 plagiarized, taken from the well-intended belief of 

my friedd former Colonel Fletcher Prouty. Fletch was on his way to 

antarctica, wéas in New Zealand, when the President was assassinated. 
- 

If the Army called all its men in from all around the wrld 

wilin / 

even then could it cover every windowiw hari a president wentto 

Mew Yrk City, to Yhicago of Los Angeles to protect a Presidential
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&, Mind ot , 
nmotorcade? It could nzt-cover all windows in Dallas, either. 

A ""military presence" also is meaningless unless the military 
ont 

cover ever windon and roof om the motorcade route and then, 

somehow, shields the dice speeding president . 

What else Fetzer plagiarizws @from Fletch or the many who 

quoted him is likewigse unreal. He is stretching if he steals this 

eeme and presents is as his own “sfscientific" work and Thinking, 

as he does. 

Fetzer closes his ga Smoking Gun 14, which alleges thatithe 

dfars in the oo were not in the proper order, wich 

phir time he credits (60 the former critic, Richard FE. Sprague, 

Syaing 

Here again we appear to be confronted with one more indi- 

cation of consciousness of guilt, which we must add to dthe 

indications of Secret Service complicity in the death of JFK" 

(page 13%). 

This inagmous and baseless allegation that the Secret Servic 

was part of a conspiracy to assassinate the President, was part 

of a coup d'etat, has no fasis in fact at oan” tiiadhaia citing 

it Fetzer refers to hil gPart II (pages 12fét). 
© Ca a 

.Some of the Secret Service agents in that mjtsrece almost 
Chhht Yiliuw glurwr pruthes 2 cleat), | 

lost their live in and after that motorcade, and at least three 

are lonaremy wih no public announcement made, eee 

suffered serious psychological problems. At leasr one, as at way 

wx last knowledge, had to be in a nursing hjome, could no longer 

safely live with his wife and family. (I provided him with counsel 

so he could obtain relief from a horrible libel, wich he did.) 

This, a natural produce of ignorance and wroflgful ambition, 

is the most horrible kind of whoring with out historythet—taints 

©
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This taking from others generally results in an increase 

in ‘what it madmade up as each would-be Sherlock Holmes edds 

‘he what he thi¥hks is probably true and isn't and in the end, 

often the origi nal and wrong-headed s#source is no longer 

identifiable. The result is an enormous amount of fiction that 

those who lhave not zaken the time to master the established 

and available fact do not-cannot- recognizecis assassination 

fiction. And joins all tlse that confuses the people and tends 

to protect what the government said that is not true and, un - 

oO 
irtunately, the government knew #is not true.
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| 4- 
of +he-whoring—with out—history, whieh—tsin taints so much 

of the uninformed, the baseless, the ignorant writing that has 

as its dedenintended product fame or fortune for those who 

write t&6 thos__ _e books, those who mislead and misinform the 

¥earing people, thos¢ who for thé @ most part make it up as mel 

go and as he hjave sen that *etzer, did, take it from others 

od 
ghPwho were uninformed, ignorant sf in other ways were not in a 

Avtoat bes 
position to write peepreper and aGvcurate criticism. 

70h UM poenerally, and es applies to Fetzer, t6 0, as we shall see, 
C OF a oA WEY) 

co,cgom—sene Aense is jfiesine. §or example 4For example, in the false and 

fefanatory Fetzer oa rie 1 Sdhed—ahawt, on, the ~Sewelisequence of 
coun {hy pemngusl ef the plaetec [Lemn bebe devmetine , 5 

e vehicles o @ motorcade} who is to refuse to do what Apthe 

President says? 

As when he efordered the plastic top £eee removed from 

his vineueine eat! the rain effided. 

He had gone to Texas for the @®people to see him so, he 

wanted to be segen. And it was a fantastic success ubil he was 

assassinated in the middle of it. 

~This is not léegitimate criticism. It is firstplagiarized 

and then is outrageously defamatory. 

The {‘ndecent and ees Fetzer Wknowns no inhibition 
Colite Rj Uti) Catven, 

in his pbeamixching lothers, without Gase, but in his unscholarly 

and dishonest quest# for the cheap fame and perhaps ##fortune he 

seeks from his ignor 
wee 

the great tragedy of th {ne aed of the President:
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Smoking Gun #15: Neither the Mafia nor pro- or anti-Castro Cubans nor the KGB 

could have done any of these things—much less Lee Oswald, who was either 
incarcerated or already dead. 

The complicity of medical officers of the United States Navy, agents of the 
Secret Service, the President’s personal physician, and other representatives of 
the Pentagon, the FBI, and the CIA provides powerful evidence that can serve as 

a premise in the appraisal of alternative theories about the assassination of JFK. 
Neither the Mafia, pro- or anti-Castro Cubans, or the KGB could have fabricated 
autopsy X-rays; substituted the brain of someone else for the brain of JFK; cre- 
ated, altered, or destroyed autopsy photographs; or subjected motion pictures, 
such as the Zapruder film, to extensive editing using highly sophisticated tech- 
niques. Nor could any of these things have been done by the alleged assassin, Lee 
Oswald, who was either incarcerated or already dead. 

The only theories that are remotely plausible, given these evidentiary find- 
ings, are those that implicate various elements of the government. It was a crime 
of such monstrous proportions and immense consequences that the clearly most 
reasonable explanation is that elements of the government covered up the crime 
because those same elements of the government committed the crime. For the 
CIA to have brought these effects about on its own, moreover, would have re- 
quired medical officers of the U.S. Navy, agents of the Secret Service, and the 

President's personal physican, among many others, to have been working for or 
otherwise under its control. While the CIA has repeatedly demonstrated its abili- 
ties in bringing about changes in governments around the world—and no doubt 
elements of the CIA were involved in planning and covering up this crime—it 

looks as though it could not have done this one on its own{ on 3 j3-74), 

I did not include to include this until I reread 

what I had highlighted. Aside from the assassination dbloney 

in this Fetzer is again laying responsibility for the assassination 

. . Ee 

on public servants and in the at#actual evidence), which heiis do 
Le ct 

&rossly Ph.D.ed ignorant, there is Wno rational basis ‘At all. 

The alleged counterfeiting is basic in the Fetzer writing 

ani) book. But even if true it does not warrant the interprettation 

Fetzer give.. it. 

What he says, and again his onmipresent ifgnorance dominates 

his wrong-headed thinking, is that tnose who covered up the 

evidence of the assassination were responsibile for the assasinat#on. 

His words ave "committed the crime"(page 14). 
a pam hers reds easel A debons 

(This is both ignorant and stupid. The porime cover up was in 

the autopsy. What I published on this, in #@ 1965 and 1975, is 

cokpletely accuraye. It has never been refuted mat nor @vhave I 

rad aword of complaint from those I namegd as resvonsible for
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that covering up. 

Prime in it was “umes. edit, both involvedkm were Boswell 

and men: As, Fine testified in New Orleans, the orders theey 

{: Aube pap Wily 
Bead’ Spon the admiral in charge. 

Hach and every one of these military me and medical »people 

were in Washington, not in Dallas, so they could no t have been 

among the assassins. 

Add alo 1 of those on the Warren Gommebasbeom whp covered up, 

and others ¢hrougkout the government including, as we come tout 

the deputy attorney generégl of the Ynited States , the mann 

who articulated it, and it is apparent thd{t Fé tzer is 2 king- 

sized dope, subject-matter ignoramus and unconscionable exploiter 

and commercializer in his cheap seeking of the fame to which 

he is outrageously unjustified. 

This one of his smokeless smoking guns" iventirely fabricated 

and he mede it gw on the basis of his subjecy-ma tter ignorance 

and t~his, take this literally, his stupitigeity. 

Note $&ht that neither here, n@r before this, nor after 

it does this phony scholar cite a single source! Such outrageous 

accusations, perhaps the worse that can be made in this counry, 

without even a phony source in the outrageous phoney supposed 

assassination literature most of which is worse than trash, and 

he boasts about his Ph.D. so totally that it is to wonder if 

he takes it to bed with him. 
AA we they 
Kore uscholarly iw this (as well as elsewhere, throughout) 

Ph. Ded 
it is not eeasy to be. And Petzer is that unscholarly. 

As well as more defamatory. 

Pedamatery with his sole basis his subject-@mater ignordénce. 

iis is also true of what follows? 

Ms
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Fetzer describes Liz Smith as 2 "columnist." No more. 

Another Walter Lippman she is not. 
Ley vr_iet 

She is a Hollywood gossip ec %. 

So, when Twyman¥'s book impressed ner; -EBé"and she saidso 

ina colukh onluiss, that was a real break for Twymands g sales 

hut it was no confirmation of any kind Yor a single word that 

Twyman seid. wel, 

His is a costly and an attractive book . it is well 

illustrated. 

t+ also is gbased ojy subject-matter ignorance, not on facffeef fact 

I have writsen a book for history on it and jointly with 

Fetzer's mustitled Assassination Science, which it is not.Not with 

any megning given tnose words, 

Jack Valenti jis Fetzer's straw man. What Kahenta thought 

of Twyman's ripping off of the mind while he ri pped off the 

vocket has no mater#iality at all, 

Fetzer conjectures about conspiracies, lsrge and § mall, 

again having no authority. He cnjectures also that most of tthe 

conspirators might have been eliminated right away", to keep 

ees et uk: re) _ feo ,coniectures, that H{sonemay have escape." 

Fetzer uses an unfortunate selection of words in his 

ridiculing of his straw man, Jack Valenti: f0f course, #ithat presumes 

Velenti knew what he was tal King about." ‘these are the kiaest 

words that can be said of Fetzer. In fact, applied to Fetzer, 

as we see and see again and again, the¥ sure opplaad to him, 

a compliment. 

(Indicative of thfe ‘scholarship" of _Twyman S book is what 
\ prem iend- Perea 

Fetzer quotes from him3|' ',. eCight names of bre ave 

talked, including Mafia dons Carlos Marcello and Santo Traficante,dJr.;



Smoking Gun #16: Many individuals knew details about the assassination before 
and after the fact, all of whom viewed Lee Oswald as no more than a patsy. 

One of the more amusing events involved in assassination studies occurred 

when Liz Smith, a syndicated columnist, apprised her readers that, although she 

had always taken for granted that The Warren Report (1964) was right and that 

Oswald had been a lone assassin, after reading Noel Twyman, Bloody Treason 

(1997), she was no longer sure. This provoked an outraged response from Jack 

Valenti, the Hollywood Czar and former aide to LBJ, who proclaimed that there 

was a simple way to know for sure no conspiracy had been involved, namely: 

that, if there had been a conspiracy, someone would have talked—and no one has 

talked! The possibility of a small scale conspiracy or that most of the conspira- 

tors might have been eliminated right away to keep things quiet may have es- 

caped him, but for a conspiracy of any magnitude—involving dozens and doz- 

ens, if not hundreds of people—what Valenti said may have seemed to be right. 

Of course, that presumes Valenti knew what he was talking about. Ona single 

page of Bloody Treason (1997, p. 285), for example, Noel lists eight names of 

prominent persons who have talked, including Mafia Dons Carlos Marcello and 

Santo Trafficante, Jr; right-wing extremist Joseph Milteer; mobster Johnny Roselli; 

high ranking CIA official David Atlee Phillips; his old boss, Lyndon Baines 

Johnson; CIA contract agent and professional anti-Communist Frank Sturgis; 

and Sam Giancana, who confessed the complicity of the mob in collusion with 

the CIA to his brother, Chuck. If Valenti cared about the truth in a matter of this 

kind, then he might have wanted to read Twyman’s book belore he set out to | 

trash it, or visited his local book store and picked up a copy of Double Cross 

(1992). (wa. il 

Ncommercial publication for it. Ev en tho 
‘, \ 

é repeated alleged 
N : \ “ - 

what may have been true ¢ she had been the bedmate-of the 

vice br4sident 
\ 

dent. ys 

the United SaStates who Had peserié-the presi- 
ae ° 

he ca did not get geher fame and \ ortune from sharing 

those bed but\oba thing is_reeasomable rtain. 
_ 

and wrote a bodd avo ord for history 

Her~bo ok lacks cr 

Not because she_s84 e slept with the -vidé-president/ 
7 ea 

President . There 2 J C rpretty much olse: in it has no 

what Fetzer makes out to be



Avightwimg pextre mist Joseph Milteer ; mobster Jphnny Mer 

(Crutte ; 
Rosegxiit; high ranking CIA official David Atlee PhihipsPhi*22 

Phillips; his ;pe#d boss, kymapn hat pow. Jentepns CIA centract 

Camm 
agent ama poofessional anti-fok—antst Frank Stfurgis; and 

Sam Giancana, ‘jp odhfessed wathe complicity of the mob in 

collusion with the CIA to his brother Chuck.” 

AWe address this, not a word of which is true as Fetzer says it. 

Nest he says, again with words so appropriate tp him as he 

makes more racks about Va.e nti. '"Ig Valento cared abput tz 

about o truty..." 

Fetzer implies that the eight he names from Twyman, 

who had and could not have had an denendable sourse for the 

fiction he misused to escexcite people, as be excited Fetzer, 

"talked" about the assassination. ttach or those that Twyman uses 

was at least second hand to Twyman. Or, at least third-hand to 

i i 

Fetzer. But the scholar, IFetzedr, Ph. AD. amd all @ of tha t,o 

@gomit# any of this. And he does not say, if Tywman knew, what they 
Or to whom, first—handt 

allegedly berked BReSE, Not one knew a word about the assassim:biokn. 

some is lifted from their writing and in one case from a kap 

secret tape. 

What Marcello and Trafficante talked about was the possibility 

that they might be blamed for the assassination, with which they had . 

had noting to do. They said it in the presepresence of Trafficante's 

lawyer, who was an FBI informer. So what we know about that is what 

the agency wrote ahout what the fink lawyer told him. Not even hearsay, 

Milteer also gwes nabaclk back to my early writing. He was 

connected witn a small extreme right-wing group. He was expected 

a, 
to start a racist commotion in Mimai so the Miami police use as an 

One 
informer who was so undepend ble the FBI fired him as an FBI
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symbol informer, Willie Somersett,\allowed the Miamo police 

to put a tape recorder in his refrigerator and that yielded 

a tape in which Milteer conjecture on how a President could be 

killed. All gelse abput this is mythology exaggerated by qes~ 
aw ptrtetw 

ae iy oe ay OO ekki le 2, opeadnes. ars usedcpart of that +—-sapre 
G int w fa whith * b 

tape fraser ‘along with several FBI recprds on “ilteerg, 

who was a blowhaxd. My use of those records was in criticism 

of the FBI's investigations of fhe JFK and Martin Luther King, jrf., 

and there is mo other legitimate use of hem. 

#Like those before it, this is a fmmacyy Rewer" and 

before him Twynan's are fraudulent misuses, 

fRose1ia was used by the CIA in an effort to get femneey 

killed. The CIA was asked to do that by Eisenhower, beet thst 

unscucessful effort was not Kennedys and no Kennedy — a tthing 

about it until it gotto b e joublic over anything by approved 

spook procedures. Rosselli enlisted Giancana who, it §phappdened 

had a girl friend, Phyllis McGuire of the then famous singing 

McGuire sisters. He got the CIA's eee this deal to have 

her # sph Mt gl “isu wet the bugging of Pan Martin's 

room was discovered and the-bugger, who worked for a Miami @& 

detective agency, told all to the local police and to get him to 

keep quite, the ineffecient bugger was let got. 

fal have the results of three official investigations on 

this, including that of the!BI. Mé-aNone includes any actual 

effort to kill the President. Only mafia talk of it. But 

Riselli himself did not talk €'#o anyone. When he was iW trouble 

he sent his lawyer to speak to th: government and again, I have 

the records, including the FBI's. 

There was no connéction of any kind with the assassination .
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So that Roselli talked has no me real meaning, no connection 

of any kin d with the actual assassination. 

Phillips was ppnever Roselli'ts boss and neither Tyman nor 

Fetzer gives agny source on tis myRthh Wj whether loriginateby 

Pnittins or by Twyman or by Fetzer. 

The inclusion of Lyndon Baines Johnson is based op ayes ly 

a ‘Ypwoman who claimed to be his formey girlfriend (oercma 

copld not get published until Haarrry Livingstone gable pub}ished 
CLV Wed A 

eed web RD here, itn the Morning". It is not a credible effoupt 

to exploit and commercialize the assassinate and if she was 

Lynd’ Johnson's forme girl friend, #4 whaf/she writeé lacks 

credibility. 

Frank Sturgis knew nothijé about the assassination. If 

he said anything to anyone that can be distorted into this Twyman 

misuse, his repitation for not being credible applies. 

Giancana could not have “confessed the complicity of tithe 

mob in collusion with the CIA to his brother andek# because 

tle mob had nothing at all to uo with whay the CIA asked of a 

Zsingle mobster, Roselli, through an intermediary. Whether or 

not it hiad anything to dp with this f¥%ailed CIA, not mafie, 

By ot to Age} JFK killed, using Chuck Giancana as a sourcelis 

more than anothe confession of subdec'l <matier ignorance, all'this 

exis? ens in disclosed ateeoees. records, it is also to use a cheap 

Lo profit froy" ae assassination of Giancana andthe 

chovpi- ng up opr Rossej/ite body, presumed to hava& been byy 

the mafia bbesdas becaused they talked about othé r things to 

government. 

Or, there is not a word of truth in the Twyman excerpts 

that, for once, Fetzer cretttes gives credit to as his sourcee.
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. “fwtyma Fpetzer asked if Valenticared for the truth. It is 

o verwheming that Fetzed’ does not, made no effort to learn it 

fprand yet is impelled by whetne refers to as the scholar in 

him to awite collect ues bookea on ati (hraordinarily important 
gust nigh oo ; hark My 4 t 

subject gw which he is resd2y ipforant. 
XK 

Right after the last of etzer's smokeless smoking guns he 

has Fhe less than a page under the subjflect Orher Sources? (pags 

(14-15). He does not fsay sources of what: 

so 4 ! These are hardly the only persons to have talked about the assassination. Jim 

Wide ' Hicks, for example, who bears a striking resemblance to someone photographed 

outside of the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City impersonating Lee Oswald, was 

A wf photographed in Dealey Plaza with an antenna hanging out of his pocket and 

ah tf claims to have been a communications coordinator for the killing. Charles 

Harrelson, serving a life term for the assassination of a federal judge with a high- 

aX powered rifle, once confessed to having killed Kennedy, by which I take it he 

meant he had fired the fatal shot. Chauncey Holt, a counterfeiter who worked as 

"a contract agent for the CIA, has told me he was instructed to bring 15 sets 0! 

forged Secret Service credentials to Dealey Plaza, which he dutifully prepared, bul 

that, in light of his extensive experience with the underworld, he thought it was not 

a mob hit but rather a military operation. I now suspect that Chauncey was cor 

rect, The role of the Pentagon in this affair certainly deserves further investigation. 

And there are others. Perhaps the most interesting is Madeleine Duncan 

Brown, a former mistress of LBJ by whom she hada son, who was not LBJ's only 

offspring out of wedlock but was his only son. Among the fascinating details she 

conveys in a book of their affair, Texas in the Morning (1997), is that Lyndon told 

her, at a social event the night before the murder at the home of oil baron Clint 

Murchison, that after tomorrow he would not have to put up with embarrass- 

ment from those Kennedy boys any longer. And that, during a New Year's Eve 

rendezvous at The Driskill Hotel in Austin, when she confronted him with ru- 

mors (rampant in Dallas at the time) that he had been involved (since no one 

-stood to gain more personally), he blew up at her and told her that the CIA and 

the oil boys had decided that Jack had to be taken out—which is about as close 

as we are going to get to the font/ P Am |4- i). 

— _— 1 “YN 
uA ar ith Mme vo vt i — 

Pill agalL I F + ' z os ay eum r a ra vin a , : e oa 20U @ ‘ 

dé@re yf i i j {provide citations to the assassination slop with which 

h : . . 
e has filled his ssassination-ignorant head. He dares not ‘ say, 

if , indeed he kn y a ‘ vrs 
Wyle le i 

[ (ats the wh heeled A | ew, that the ek Hick fiction was i sa by 

Ji . ‘ 
im Garrison /and that Hick's life ended, as I recall 

! 5) aS in a mental 

hos a . + i y 

assassi i tio Was 3 G t Al t 
“9 

last i place it would have been would have been in Yealey Plaza. More@
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over, if it had had any radio, that imaginary communications 

center, # and if it had had an aerial, the last place it would 

have #been would have been more or les’. hanging out of Hick's 

left back pocket. It «1so would not have been so stiff trat it 

zigged and zagger. It would not have been of stiff wire but it 

if it had been any kind of wire it wawould have been inVisible, not 

advertising for an arrest. 

whet Garrison made up was an aerial was an ‘nimp erfecion 

in the picture. 

Besides all of this, if Fetzer had any of the common sense he 

asks of other’? could he possibly believe that if there had been 

the totlly unnecessary communications center, Hick’ it would 

have hung around at the scene of th aime some time after they crime? 

Catrax Crazy of Garrison and crazier of EBetrow, Fetzer. 

NpW obody was photographed "impersonating Oswald" Zoutside 

the Cuilban embassy in Mexico City. Let Zey's ‘he au ‘Te 

“it tule nt 
it was «me: inparConantion It was outsdide the Sovdet consulatevand i 

y) 
of Oswald or anyone else. “he only real resemblance #of what 

Fetzer has filched frok) one ofsdse Slopbuckets solds as books 

on the JFK assassination resembled Oswald only in being a2 man 

and Ao’ uan's clothing. 

The CIA was photographing all who entered and left thav 

gonsulate with an automatic camera tha* malfunctioned regular ty. 

The consulate staff had requested its replacement several times 

but CIA headquarters did not replace it until embarrassed by 

the malfunction qnd by provding the Warren Commiscion with 

an obviously wrong picture. pr saan eter 

The Ph. D. Fetzer if like J vittes. He \txeLoves (Slop and
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st. 

like either the reyl pig or Orwell's astoons not question it 

In fact he lacks the intelligence ft question Me cunds fishy 

and Mthe lacks the subject-matter knowledge to know that itis. 

CY Harrellson did say thas he had been an assassin but he retracted it. 

It was not so. He was a confessed killer but he did not kill 
sy 

Kennedy and there is not an indicatiopn of any kind that he diag “u4yl het 

If Fetzer had not also been a fool he would net have swallowed 

the slop he attributes to Chauncey Holt, uhd hee wresents as one 

of the tramps and as his great achievement. It was all fiction. 

But again no common sense as well and no ~knowledfge, if the 
go Wadd wer S 

CIA had wanted identifications on its assassins, the supposed 

putpose of Hol*'s alllegedly being there, he would not have 

been loaded with fifteen false CIA identifications to be 

cap. ured with him & on the bodies of the supposed assassins. 

it Fetzer also says he agrees with what Holt to<ta him, that it was 

" not a mob hit but rather a military operation", Does our scholar 

provide anjdetaiis of his a dlleged ¢ ource? No. fatoat Ph.D. 

he‘“medneeds no support for a complete fabrication by which h was 

suckerfed, 

Evidence? No Poteersaats Ph. D. needs any evidence or support. 

Ate those Fetzer says talked about the assassin, "yPerhaps 

the most interesting is Madele/ne Duncan Brown,. XKHBHEXENEXEAScinating 

ietaxisx former mistress of LBJ by whom she had a son....Among the 

fascinating detiails she comveys in a bedok of their affair, 

Texas in the MorningJ(1997) is that Lyndon told her, at a s.-social 
a 

event, the night before the murder at the home of oil baron Lint 

/ Murcheson, that tomorrow he would not have to put up Whey Smharreseheny 

from tnose Kennedy boys any longer." 

This is not, as anyone with the most rudimentary knowledhge of
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the assassination would know, the g@only myth made up about 
(WRN _ 

tha social event yo which no important would take a mistress with 

him and ;#provide very damaging gossip. Other such fabrications 

involved Ruchard Nixon and J. Edgar Hoover. 

Fetzer does not give the publisher of her book that on 

such details has no credibikity at all. It could not be pvublizhed so han 4 

(who also is both kinds of a pig and 
real publsher so Harry “ivingston, {who also swallowed that gslop, oléf 3. 

Lites o1Si0" EO xk is far from the only Sslitop me relished}, ( We see more 
of Livingstone, much abbreviated, below. ) 

Can anyone imagine that anyone at all, particularly the 

vi¥ce prsident whoo would become president by it, would tell 

anyone at ali that the assassintion of i) President would ¥ 

ChP fe verb aye (MUD 
on the following aay t 

Nobody can believe thet and nobody in publshing did. 

Nor could it be velieved that ytn8"8i1 boys had decidea 

that Jack had to be taken out.W" BeTo which impossibility 

Fetzer adds his own ignorance: "which is about as close as we 

ardgoing to get." 

This is sthe same tetzer who elsewhere atributes the 

asSination to the military. 

Under the subheading Then and Now Fetzer ends his smokeeless 

Smoking Guns essay continuing to make crazcks agsis againsthis 

straw man, Jack Valenti and in doing that amakes more of a fool of 

himself and adds to the abundance of proof tiatnhe is a subjeft— 

matter ignora’ mus:
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Having known Chauncey Holt and having talked with Madeleine Duncan 

simply because I know more about the case than he does. Although many 
Americans know that there are excellent books on the assassination—including 
Harold Weisberg, Whitewash (1965), Mark Lane, Rush to Judgment (1966), Josiah 

~y Brown, no doubt I have cognitive advantages that Jack Valenti does not enjoy, 

| 

{ 

JFK was murdered as the result of a iam is either unfamiliar with the 

_ | 

Awe 

Thompson, Six.Seconds in Dallas (1967), Sylvia Meager, Accessories After the Fact 
(1967), James Hepburn, Farewell America (1968), George O’Toole, The 
Assassination Tapes (1975), Gary Shaw, The Cover-Up (1976), Peter Model and 

Robert Groden, JFK: The Case for Conspiracy (1976), David Lifton, Best Evidence 
(1980), Jim Garrison, On the Trail of the Assassins (1988), Jim Marrs, Crossfire 

(1989), Robert Groden and Harrison Livingstone, High Treason (1989), Charles 

Crenshaw, JFK: Conspiracy of Silence (1992), Harrison Livingstone, High Treason 

2 (1992), Robert Groden, The Killing of a President (1993), and Noel Twyman, 
Bloody Treason (1997)—to mention 16 of the best—they do not realize how much 

we know now on the basis of scientific findings. 

In defense of Judge Tunheim, of course, the objection could be raised that he 
had his hands full with more than 60,000 records and might not have had any 
opportunity for reading other work on the assassination, even Stewart Galanor, 
Cover-Up (1998), a work of less than 200 pages that conclusively refutes Warren 
Commission and HSCA findings. Although he was Chair of the ARRB, it might 
be argued, he cannot be expected to have read everything ever written on this 
subject. And, indeed, that is not an unreasonable point to make for any Ameri- 
can citizen. Let me therefore close with a recommendation. Start with Galanor’s 
Cover-Up (1998), as I have done here; then read the book you have in your hands; 

and finally turn to Assassination Science (1998). You are entitled to know what 

happened to your country on 22 November 1963. As Charles Drago has eloquently 

observed, anyone sincerely interested in this case who does not conclude that 

evidence or cognitively impaired. (?“ 4¢ « ¥ 

Fetzer opens with additional mocking of himself in chefform 

u 

of boasting. He boasts of knowing two of thé man phonies, Pes 
LdLg 

Holt and Brown. That he knew thts fakers leads him to say tht that "gave . 

a "cognitive advantage th:t Jack Valenti does not enjoy simply 

because I knew more habout the case than he does. " With the 

sample we have seen of Fetzer'cs "Wt cknowledge, if Valenti knows 

not a thing he is less misinformed about M#"the case" than 

Fetzer, who finds it iYpossible to get anything straight andnot to 

be suckered, such is his knowledge.” 

Another illustration of this follows immediately where 

Fetzer lists what he calls some excellent books. Of my eight 

he lists only the first. Wien When he gets to the late Sylvia 

Meagher he spells he name wrong, reflecting his lagk of familiarity 

with her and her great book. The he gets to "James Hepburn, Farewlll 

America ."
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That book is a fake book by SBECE what was then known as 

SDECE. It is th French sequivalent of the CIA!! 

There is no James Heoburn. He told me that he adopted that 

name because he was hung up on The movie star of that period, 
y i fe . ws 

audzrey Hepburm. ¥je "James" came from the fFremch, "J'aime,? 

which means "I love." Of his muny names I knew him as Herve Lamar. 

The book was made up, apparently, to sucke Garrison into 

endorsing it, as he did. But the spooks marten’ more, his endorcement 

of a movie they made up. The details are not important here but 

in summary I was respond ible fr Garrison not seeing and not 

endorsing that additiona| spook fakery. , 

Some of Fetzer's "cognitive advantage" of which he is d@séo proud/. 

He lists as "eoxcellent" Liftom moniumental fake fot the 

impossible snatching of th President's body, Best EWvidence, which 

is neither. 

The rest are all basically e njpelures and are not factual 

and not basedon the aafconfirmed Official evidence. One is “ot 

not even on the assassination. It is supposed to 6 © on the many 

theories but it is ignorant ‘about them. Jim Marrs' Conspiracy, 

of which Fetzer has to be entirely ignorant to think so well of it 

actually #@can't even get those eheorles straight. #dn it he 

also cayt keep the #people straight, Samotther. Yet Fetzer # 

includes it among the "16 of the best." 

As he & oncludes this added self-condemnation as the fake 

"expert" he gppretends to be, toward the end of his next and 

long chapter ¥ recommends his previous fake scholarship iththe 
Vata 

Aggmingless title,Assassination Sciende,as a book everyone sould 

read. He then says, and this refers back to his other few recommendations, 

including to his own fakery, “You are entitled to know what
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happened to your country on 2 November 1963.4" From anyunay 

Fetzer wrote and said, that is not possible. 

As we see herein. 

There is more, much more, but this is a more than adequate 

Sample of Fetrow, bie apesione guns and his Ph. D., tdledive 4t 

without question that after two books he ramains a subject-matter 

ignoramus with a sidhk ego and spectacular stupidity, his sole 

qualifications for his being an "editor," and his sole qualiications 

for his being # dwhat he was, a collector. 

He is ¢man who, if he were faced with a certified truth 

about that tragic assassination wuld regard it as untrue. 

All that is in his proud head is fiction, assassination theories 

in the exploitation and commercialization of other assassinaion nuts. 

Smoking Guns, Ph.D. and all that.


